
The Conclusion Of Many days labor

I have just read., about a scientific research in which

neither time or effort were spared. The idea really dates back to

the new testament, aomet1'x*nis said. their about us having the hairs

of our head's numbered. I clearly recollect reading the passage for

it puzzled. me as a child to decide why anybody should want to have

there hairs numbered.- Evidently that want has been felt now, and.

someone has took time to satisfy it. Furthermore he must-of found.

a .lot of good. money just laying about waiting, for anyone who was

eager to try foolish ways to spend coin of the realm. Who's money

it was is a mystery to me, their was nothing in the article about

it's owner. At any rate, enough money was found. to hire people, to

count every hair, on a number of person's heads. It was demonstrated

that a Blonde is different from a Brunette in both quantity and

quality of hair, I own that it don't surprise me to learn this, for

I suspected. it. Ill admit, that I don't see any way of using the

knowledge, but isn't Nature and Science wonderful.
-

Ones leisure time in Spring

When the temperature not the Calendar shows that its really
spring I prefer above everything else to take a walk. Perhaps most

people do not share my enthusiasm. Well if they let me have my

pleasure, I'll let them have their's. Give me decent pleasant

weather and a free saturday afternoon, and. I can guarantee myself a

good time, my spirits rise gaily with the thermometer. It makes no

difference where I go any place has entertainment for me. I seem to

be one of those fortunate people, who reconizes that its a privilege

to see the commonplace beauties which surround us. Why don't every
one see them? Hasn't it occurred to those who find there only enjoy
ment in movies or in other, mechanical, means of amusement that such
delights shrink up to nothing in comparison with them finding the
first wild flowers. It is much to be regretted, that High-School pu
pus find. so much delight indoors and so little outside,, there is
even a few teachers of Botany who look on flowers simply as things to
be analyzed, and wouldnt spend ten minutes' watching them grow.
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